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Discuss the Cover
I absolutely love the cover David
Litchfield made for CHRISTMAS
DINNER
OF
SOULS.
David’s
drawings are normally very calm and
beautiful, like his picture book THE
BEAR AND THE PIANO, but I think he
found his fiendish side for this book!
David
came
up
with
several
different
ideas
for
the
cover
before my publisher and I settled
on this one - we all agreed it suited a book of short Christmas stories
perfectly. What do you think?

How has David made the book look scary and
Christmassy? What different festive elements can you see?

.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
What
this

words
would
you
cover?
How
does
it

use
to
describe
make
you
feel?

.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
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Scary Christmas!
A lot of people might find the idea of a scary Christmas book a
little strange, but it makes perfect sense to me. I’ve always found something about Christmas a little spooky - perhaps that’s all part of the magic!
Think of Charles Dickens’ A CHRISTMAS CAROL: it’s a classic
Christmas story, but it’s also about a man being visited by ghosts!
When I wrote CHRISTMAS DINNER OF SOULS, I didn’t want to
write a warm, cosy Christmas book - I wanted to take familiar festive
ideas and twist them into something terrifying! Can you
think of any Christmas traditions that are also a little scary?

Scary

Christmassy
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Chapter 1: Soul’s College
In this first chapter Lewis leaves the warmth and
comfort of his house for the dark and scary Soul’s College. I
really wanted to show how horrible Soul’s College
would be to spend Christmas Eve, compared to Lewis’s
lovely village! On the way he also passes through a
mysterious forest - while it’s not terrifying like the
College, I still wanted to make it seem etheral and
spooky, like a stepping stone from one world to the next.
Read through the descriptions of Lewis’ village, the
forest,
and
the
dining
room
of
Soul’s
College. What words do I use to help set the mood?

Lewis’s Village

The forest

Soul’s College

Now it’s your turn - try and come up with some other
words you could use to describe these places!
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Chapter 2: The Guests
I loved coming up with names for the guests. I took
a lot of inspiration from writers like Roald Dahl
and Mervyn Peake, who gave their evil characters
names like Bonecruncher, Swelter and Steerpike!
To
name
my
characters,
I
thought
of
gruesome and unpleasant words and then mixed them
up with interesting names, until I found the perfect
combination. Here are some I didn’t end up using:

Hike Malady Orville Unger Mildew Arson Fitzwilliam
Quartermaine Grab Gaster Carcass Bludgeoner Cadaver
Rat Carr-Gomm Craven Raveller Flay Carrion Grinder
Try making up your own name - you can take some of
the words I didn’t use or use your own! Make sure you
choose words that sound unpleasant - for inspiration, try
looking up suitable words in a Thesaurus (e.g. miserable,
evil, disgusting) and see if there are any good alternatives.

.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
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Chapter 3: Edgar Caverner
The
most
evil
character
in
the
book
is
undoubtedly Edgar Caverner. His horrific portrait hangs
pride of place in the dining room, leering over the guests.
I didn’t want to show his portrait in the book - instead, I
wanted the reader to imagine what he must
look
like.
Sometimes
that’s
even
scarier!
What do you think Edgar looks like? Try drawing him, and
label it with suitable adjectives, e.g. foul skin, sinister eyes.
We
never
find
out
what
Edgar
got
up
to
between leaving Soul’s College and being found
dead two years later. How did he die? Imagine what
adventures he had before he met his sticky end!

......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
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An Old Forgotten Scream
My main inspiration for this first story was the
fairytales of the Brothers
Grimm. You may think
fairytales are just cute stories for kids, but if you read
the original ones you’ll often find they’re very gruesome...
and they rarely have a happy ending! Try reading some
of Philip Pullman’s Grimm Tales: For Young and Old.
I wanted to make this story have the feel of a
fairytale, so I didn’t give anyone names - the two main
characters are just called the Baron and the Lady. Can
you think of any fairytales that do something similar?
I also used lots of repetition. In fairytales things will
often
happen
three
times
think
of
Goldilocks and the Three Bears! What examples of
repetition can you find in An Old Forgotten Scream?
Read through the story and make a note of everything
else you find that reminds you of fairytales.
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Bad Uncle Mortimer
When I was ten, I read a book of Satanic folk tales.
The stories were all very similar - people foolishly
making
deals
with
the
Devil,
being
tricked
and
then
meeting
a
sticky
end!
It
was
exactly what I wanted to achieve with this story.
Imagine if Mortimer was a real person - that he really did become the richest man in the city, he really did
build an enormous mansion, and he really did die one
Christmas Eve! How do you think newspapers would have
covered the story of his death? Try writing your own article!
You could include:
- the “byline”: the name and speciality of the journalist who
wrote the article
- the “lead” paragraph which includes the most vital info.
- eyewitness accounts of the moment Mortimer died
- a description of Mortimer’s life so far
- quotes from his family and people who knew him
- description of what Mortimer’s body was like when it was
found, and what the room was like.
- other details: would anyone else have seen the Devil? Or
would Mortimer’s death have been a complete mystery?
Feel free to come up with a good newspaper name
and draw some pictures. As a challenge, see if
you can also come up with a headline that uses
alliteration or even a pun!
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The Kensington System
With this tale, I wanted to make a “haunted house”
story, written in the form of a diary. Lots of classic
horror stories are written as diary entires, or even as letters: DRACULA is probably the most famous example.
We hear the story from the narrator’s point of
view, but also Eliza Kensington. Think about how
other characters in this story might write what
happened in their own words: how would Jasper
describe
his
sinister
daily
chores
around
Kensington Manor, and the arrival of the narrator?
How would Boggs write about his dealings with Eliza?
Try writing one of these examples:
- A letter from Queen Eliza to her loyal subjects of
Lutgenstein: how would she explain her past?
- Boggs or Ulcer writing in their diary about training Eliza:
what kind of language would they use?
- One of the servants in the house expressing their fears for
Eliza: could you come up with any extra events that Eliza
doesn’t write about?
- Jasper’s daily diary about his work in Kensington
Manor - what kind of jobs would he do? Would he mention
the sounds in the walls? How would he feel about a visitor
coming to stay?

See if you can think up some
of your own!
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Miss Magpie
For me, the scariest part of MISS MAGPIE is how little is
explained: we never find out what was in the nest, and
we never find out who Miss Magpie really was. Instead,
there are lots of unanswered questions: what was Miss
Magpie up to? Did the previous landlady know the truth
about her? Why did she let Miss Magpie live in the attic?
Imagine a “prequel” to this story, set forty years in the
past, that helps explain these questions. Where did Miss
Magpie come from? What sort of creature is she? How did
she meet the old landlady? Did she ask her to stay in the
attic... or did she threaten her? Write down your ideas!

......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
.............................................
............................................
............................................
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The Beast
THE BEAST is my favourite of all the tales in CHRISTMAS DINNER OF SOULS. When I wrote it, I imagined it as
a film in my head first - particularly the scenes where the
narrator is confronted by The Beast. I could imagine exactly what
camera angles would be used - when there would be a
wide-angle
shot (showing characters far away), a
medium-angle
shot
(showing
the
characters
a
little closer) or a close-up (showing just one part of a
character). For example, a good selection would be:
Wide-angle shot: the narrator creeping through the vast
hallway, surrounded by hundreds of stuffed animals.
Medium-angle shot: the narrator whipping the covering
from the cabinet, looking up at the camera.
Close-up: the face of The Beast, with all the gruesome
details of his face!

Choose a scene in THE BEAST and draw a
storyboard like the one above. Think about when
you could use a wide-angle, a medium-angle or
a close-up shot to make your film as effective as
possible!
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Black Dog
BLACK DOG is a classic ghost story about a man visiting a
spooky
house
in
the
middle
of
nowhere.
I
wanted to slowly build up to the climax of story so that the
final pages - where Black Dog attacks - are fast-paced
and blood-curdling. Throughout the story, I try to
ratchet up the tension and drip-feed the reader small scares
so that by the time the big scare comes, they’re petrified!
Start at the beginning of the story and make a list of all
the frightening bits you can find: from the boss’s first
warning, to Drybone’s big reveal! You could rate each one
to show how scary you think it is, or even plot the story on a
graph to show where the tension builds. Does it get scarier
and scarier? Or does the tension go up and down?

As a writer, it’s important to structure your story so that you
keep your reader hooked. When you write your own spooky
story, think about where you might want to place
some small scares to build up the tension - you
don’t want to hit the reader with massive scare after
massive scare or (funnily enough) it can be boring to read!
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The Dean’s Tale
Now for the big finale - the moment the whole book
was building towards! When I wrote CHRISTMAS
DINNER OF SOULS, I wanted to trick the reader by
making it seem like Lewis’s story was just a “frame” for
the other stories - only to reveal that in fact, it’s a horror story in itself! Were you expecting the ending?
Imagine you were someone who was standing in
the forest when the final scene happens. What
would you see? How do you think you would feel?
Remember to include:
- what your narrator is like: why is he/she in the forest so
early on Christmas morning?
- a description of the forest: how has it changed from
11:30pm, when Lewis first walks through it, to now?
- your narrator seeing Lewis run through the forest: what
would he look like after spending a night in Soul’s College?
- a description of Soul’s College as it explodes and catches
fire. How would your narrator feel as they see that?
- a spooky ending to your scene: does your narrator see
Edgar Caverner at the windows? Or do they see him escape
the fire and sneak away through the forest?
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The End... Or is it?
I’ve left CHRISTMAS DINNER OF SOULS open
and unresolved - we never see what happens to
Edgar, and he’s free to continue his fiendish plot to
destroy Christmas! He even says that he wants to start the
Christmas Dinner of Souls over again in a new location...
What
do
you
think
will
happen
next?
Will
Lewis tell everyone in the village what happened and save
the day? Will he devote his life to hunting down Edgar
Caverner? Or will Edgar step up his plan, and use his
evil powers to take down Christmas once and for all?
There are loads of ways the story could continue: see if you
can come up with an idea for a spine-chilling sequel below!

......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
..
..............................................
.............................................
.............................................
............................................
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Discussion Questions
Why do you think people like to read scary stories and watch scary f ilms?
Is it ever a good thing to be scared?
What is it about Christmas that makes it
special? Can you think of any things which
make it spooky?
What do you think is best - reading a scary
story by yourself, or reading it in a group?
Why?
What do you want when someone reads aloud
a scary story to you - what helps make it a
really good “delivery”?
What do you f ind the scariest bits of stories the big jumps? The slow builds? The horrible
end- ings? Why?
Would you put a warning for children
on CHRISTMAS DINNER OF SOULS?
Why? why not?
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Design Your Own Christmas Tale!
Now it’s your turn! By now, you’ve been thinking about
different
elements
of
horror
stories
(particularly
festive ones!) and it’s time to have a go making your own.
You will need:
- A storyteller! What is their name? What is their job at
Soul’s College? What twisted Christmas meal do they serve
to the other guests?
- A Christmas tradition to twist into something scary! In
BLACK DOG, I thought of something evil coming down the
chimney; in THE KENSINGTON SYSTEM, I thought about
being lost out in the snow on Christmas Eve...
- A name for your story. Think of something that will make
your reader want to find out more!
- A place for your story to be set. What could be a good
scary setting? An old empty house? A forest at night? Think
of something that could fit the Christmas tradition you’ve
chosen.
- A time for your story to be set. Will it be set in medieval
England? Victorian times? Moden day?
Think about how you’re going to pace your story. You could
use a graph to plot how the tension builds, or make a
storyboard to show each “camera angle” of your story. Plan
out the story first so you don’t get stuck later on!
Try reading your story to your friends
afterwards - see if you can scare
them!
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Design Your Own Guest!
Name of guest:

What do they teach at Soul’s
College?

What meal do they serve?

What kind of person are they?
Describe them in three words!
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Write Your Own Tale!
Name of Tale:.......................................................................................
When does your tale take place?.....................................................
..............................................................................................................
Where does your tale take place?....................................................
...............................................................................................................
Write a short synopsis - what happens in your tale?
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
........................................................................................
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Plot Your Evil Christmas Tale
How scary/exciting is the story here?

Don’t forget to label each bit of your graph to explain what’s happening in the story!

Introduction
How does the story
start?

Crisis

What event starts the
action of the story?

Build Up
What events build up the
tension to the climax?

Climax
What is the scariest
part of your story?

Resolution
How does the
story end?

Storyboard Your Evil Christmas Tale
.................................................................

.....................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
........................................................................................
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